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Report on the Acoustic
Network Arctic
Deployment, March i 994
Mark Johnson, David Herold, Josko Catipovic
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
1.0 Summary
Th report describes the March 1994 Arctic deployment undertaken by the Acoustic
Telemetr Group of WHOI. The deployment was a par of the 1994 Sea Ice Mechancs
Intiative (SIM project and was basd at the west SIMI camp. approximately 150 Nau-
tical mies nort-east of Prdhoe Bay. Alasa. The goal of the deployment was to intall
a network of six high-performance acoustic modems. develope at WHOI. and to obtai
a data set demonstratig the communcations and acoustic monitorig capabilities of the
network.
The six modms in the network were deployed over an area of 22 square Ia and com-
muncate via radio Ethrnet with a computer at the SIM camp. Each modem had a
global positioni system. an acoustic source and an 8 element reciving aray. The net-
work was operate in a round-robin broadcast mode (i.e.. each modem in ni transmit-
ted a packet of data while the others received). The tranmissions were 500 bits-per-
second QPSK with a 15kH carer. An extensive data set includi raw acoustic data.
source localation inormation. and modem position was collected during the deploy-
ment:
An additiona fuction of the acoustic network was to communcate with. and track. the
Odyssey. an autonomous underwater vehicle operated by the MI group at th SIM
camp. To ths end. th Odyssey was equippe with a Datasonics modm confgued for
periodc QPSK transmssion to the network. A data set was obtaied from which both
the up-li communcation and localization capabilities of the network can be deter-
mined.
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2.0 Introduction
The Artic deployment tok plac from March 21 to March 30. 1994. at the west Sea
Ic Mechancs Intiative (SIM!) Canp which was situated approxiately 150 Nautical
mies nort-east of Prdhoe Bay. Alaska. The WHO! Advanced Engineeri Laboratory
(AE) personnel involved in th deployment were Josko Catipovic. Ed Denton. David
Herold. and Mark Johnson.
The ai of the deployment was to instal and operate a network of six high-peiformance
acustic modems developed by AE. As shown conceptually in Fig. 1. each modem
was equippe with an acoustic source. an acousti reciving aray. and a radio Ethernet
li to a Sun SPARC computer at the base camp. The base camp computer was used
both to collect data from the modems and to control the modem fuctions.
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Fig. I Conceptual diagr of the Arctic deployment.
The modem hardware shown in Fig. 2. compries a persona-computer (pq system
controllr. two high-spe digital signal procssors (DSPs). analog-to-digital convertrs
(ADCs). diita-to-analog convertrs (DACs). and a global positionig system (GPS)
together with a number of diagostic peripherals. The unt is battry-powered and incor-
porates both power and tempeatu sensing and control circutr. Furer details of th
modem hardwar and software may be found in. From the viewpoint of the network
operator. each modm is associate with a DOS window on the base camp computer.
from which al aspets of the modem can be diectly controlled.
The modem network deployed in th Arctic was confgued to operate in a broadcast
mode in which one modm would transmit and th remaig modems in the network
woud reive the trantte data The transmissions used quadratue phase sht key-
ing (QPSK) modulation with a carer frequency of lSkH and a data rate of SOObits-
per-seond (bps). Followi a transmission. each modem logged the recived signal
(demodulated and decimated to reduce storage requiements) and its precise arival tie
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Fig. 2 System Diagr of Acoustic Modem with associated peripherals
together with diagnostic data regardi the power consumption, temperatu. and GPS
position of the modem. A report was also avaiable from each modem indicatig the
perforance of the reciver algorith in de the tranmitted signal. Experiental
results were collected by the base camp computer and displayed using Matlab. The
parameters use in each modem for tranission and recption (e.g. source leveL. syn-
chroniation codes. equalizer settigs, etc.). could be readily accssed and changed
from the base camp computer.
An additional fuction of the Arctic network was to demonstrate communcation with,
and trackig of. the Odyssey, an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) operated by th
MI group at th SIM camp. The Datasonics modem used on th Odyssey was confg-
ured solely for periodc transmssion preventig two-way communcation with th
AU\ However, dat8 obtai with the network actig as a reciver demonstrates both
the up-li communcation and localization capabilities of th network.
In the following setion. some aspets of th design of the communcation network are
discusse. A sumar of th data-loggig expeents perfQrmed with the network is
thn given in Section 4 followed by a description of the logged data formats and strc-
tues in Section 5. Complete experiental descriptions are given in Section 6 and Mat-
lab and C programs used to extract inoration from the acquied data base are
provided in Section 7. Th report concludes with references and appendices.
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3.0 Communication System Description
In the following sub-setions detas .of the tranitted signal and the transmit and
reive transducers are given.
3.1 Acoustic Transducers
The vercal reive aray use with each modem comprise 8 omn-dtiona tran-
ducers each separate by 1m. Th tranducers were numbered 1-8 with element 1 being
the lowest. By convention. element 1 was use for single chanel recption whie ele-
ments 1. 3. S. an 7 were used for four chal recption (i.e.. an effective inter-element
spacing of 2m).
The tranmit sou wer Dataonics AT-18DT 15kH diectional tranducers with a
beamwidth of approxiately +/- is degrs from the horiontal. The usable frequency
band of thse transducers is betwee 8kH and 22kH.
Mode~ sites were chosen with low ice thkns (i.e.. c:3m) and the source and hydro-
phone arays were lowered though holes in the ic to a depth of about 100.
3.2 Transmitted Signal Description
Al transions were SOObps QPSK centered at 15. 151kH. The trantted packet
coists of thee setions: fist. a 13 chip Barker coe sequence was tranmitted at a rate
of 1 chip per symbol to enable synchronzation at the reiver. Th was followed by a
period of silence (tyicaly of length 20 symbols). requied to enhance reciver Barker
detetion in multipath environments. The thd setion of the transmtted packet con-
ta the QPSK-modulate data. Th number of data symbols in a packet was typically
1000.200. or 1~~ dependig upon th numbe of reciver chaels used.
Th settigs use by the trantter ar contaed in the tx.n file. a text file used
ditly by the DSPs in each modem. An example tx.n fie is given below:
% tx.m for 10000 symbol QPSK packet transmission
GPS_EXST=1 % Enbles GPS-based tiing
tie(l) % Star GPS pulse-per-second timer
fie == 'ltrai.bin' % Binar data file to be transmitted
map = (l+j;-I-j;-I+j;l-j1; % Symbol mapping for QPSK
code = (-1;1;-1;1;-1;-1;1;1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-11 ;% 13 chip Barker code
tx = (1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;11;
nul = (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;01;
tx = (tx;tx;nu11;nu1l; % Passban transmit filter
rate = (2500;15151;60000;0.5;0;20;1000;200;1.5;0.01;% Options for transmitter
tranmit(fie,map,code,tx,rate) % Transmit a packet
quit % Retu to DOS shell
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The numbes in th rate vector defied above control a number of aspets of tranmittr
performance as follows:.
Option:
data-rate
carrier frequency
saplig-rate
amplitude
output chael
silence period lengt
packet length
bloc siz (internal)
Barker cod magni-
tude (rea and imag.)
Units
symbols/see
Hz
Hz
Place In rate vector
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.10
symbols
symbols
symbols
N01E: No pul shping or trant filterig was applied.
3.3 Receiver Desciption
The settigs used by th reciver are contaied in th rxdl.m fie. a text fie use diectly
by the DSPs in each modm. An example rxd1.m fie is given below:
% rxd1:m for 1000 sybo1 QPSK packet reeeption
file = 'out.da'
map = (l+j;-1-j;-1+j;1-j);
code = (-1;-1;1;1;-1;-1;1;1;-1;-1;-1;- 1
1;1;1;1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1); % barker sequence
rx = (-0.0013;-0.0011;-0.0008;0.0;0.0019;0.0053;0.0107) ;
rx = (rx;0.u82;0.0277;0.0388;0.0508;0.0626;0.0734;0.0819);
rx = (rx;0.0874;0.0893;0.0874;0.0819;0.0734;0.0626;0.0508) ;
rx = (rx;0.0388;0.0277;0.0182;0.0107;0.0053;0.0019;0.0);
rx = (rx;-0.OO8;-0.0011;-0.0013) ; % receive filter settigs
%
N = (30.1;30,0) ; % equaler settings
pll = (0.0011,-0.001,0;1,-2,1) ; % pll settgs
rate = (2500;15151;60000;35;1000;0.99;1.0;2;0;0.001;0.05;100;10;20;350;50.0) ;
. receive(fie,map,code.r,'qtrain.dat.N,pll,rate); % recive a packetquit % exit
% data fie
% qpsk constellation
The key featues of ths fie are: 1) the recive filter (nd which is a 31 tap linear-phase
windowed fiter. 2) N which tells the number of feedforward and feedback parameters in
the equalr as well as the chael number the data was recived on (N(ff parameters.
chanel; ff parameters .chanel; ... ;fb parameters. fb chanel)). The critical components
in the rate vector are: 2500 symbol rate. 15151 carer frquency, 60 sample fre-
quency. 1000 packet length in symbols. and 2 which is the inverse of the fractiona spac-
ing and determes the data rate of th logged sampled data (i.e. 2 x 2500 = 500
samples per second). Th actual symboling rate is 1/24 of the sample rate which is
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determed by 2e6/X, where X is an integer. In th cas X = 33 and the samplig rate is
6006 Hz. thus the actual symbol rate is 60606/2 = 2525 symbols per send.
4.0 Experiment Summary
4.1 Summary of Data Capture Experiments
A tota of 9 data captue experients were perfored between March 26 and March 30
yieldig about SOOMbyte of data. Th experients are sumarzed below and
describe in more detail in Section 6. The expeent coe given for each experient
provides a cross-reference with the log boo of the Artic deployment. All ties given
in th report ar local (cetral Alaska) tie which is 9 hours behid GMT.
Expt. 1: March 26, 8:10 Round-robin transsions in a fou node network: 10K
symbol packets (also some decoed lK symbol packets): single chanel recep-
tion. 1bs data set was taken the morn after a substatial lead opened
betwee Sites 3,2 and Sites 1,6. Experient code: rr.
Expt.2: March 27,14:03 Transsions from a Datasonics modem on the:M
Odyssey reived by a five node network; 1K symbol packets: single chanl
recption. Experient co: miti .
Expt. 3: March 27, 22:38 Round-robin tranmissions in a fou node network with a
chage of tranmitt ever hour; SK symbol packets: single chanel recp-
tion. Expent coe: on27 _3.
Expt. 4: March 28,10:12 Round-robin tranmissions in a th node network with a
chae of tranmitt every hour; 10K symbol packets: single chanel recp-
tion. The Datasonics modem on the :M Odyssey was transmittig durg the
fial hour of ths experient. Exprient cod: on28 _3.
Expt. 5: March 28, 22:00 Transmssions from a Dataonics modem on the:M
Odyssey reived by a six node network: lK symbol packets: four chanel
recption. Experient coe: mil2.
Expt.6: March 28, 22:22 Round-robin tranmissions in a six node network with a
chge of tranmittr every hour; 2K symbol packets: four chanel recption.
Exprient coe: on28 _3a.
Expt. 7: March 29, 9:57 Round-robin tranmissions in a six node network with a
chage of tranmittr ever hour: 2K symbol packets; four chanel reception.
Exprient coe: on29 _3.
Expt. 8: March 29, 22 :40 Round-robin tranmissions in a six node network with a
chae of tranmitt every hour; 10K symbol packets; single chanel recp-
tion. Expeent coe: on29 _3a.
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Expt. 9: March 30, 10:05 Simultaeous tranmissions from two modems to remain-
ing modems in a six node network; 2.5K symbol packets; four chanel recp-
tion. Experient coe: collde.
4.2 Modem Site and Package Naming Convention
Six modem sites were selecte for the network nodes coverig an area of approximately
22 squae Ia roughy cetere on the bas camp. Acoustic tranducers were perma-
nently intaed at eac site. However, the modem electronics packages (contad in
insuate boxes) were swappe from one site to another on several ocasions as service
was reuid. To draw a distition between the modem sites and the modem packages,
the site were numbeed 1-6 and th packages were given the names: bambi, bashf.
doc, dopey, gar, waly. Th data collecte from each modem is stored in a diectory of
the data base with the appropriate package nae.
The location of the modem packages thoughout the 9 data captue experients is sum-
marze in the followin table. A blan entr indicates that no modm package was
present at the site concerned.
TABLE 1. Site Table (Experiment Configuration)
Experiment Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5
i (rr) dopey bashfl doc gar
2 (mit!) dopey bashfu doc gary bambi
3 (0n27 _3) dopey bashfl gar bambi
4 (0028_3) dopey bashfl doc gar bambi
5 (mit2) dopey bashfl wally gar bambi
6 (002_3a) dopey bashfl wally gary bambi
7 (0n29_3) dopey bashfl wally gary bambi
8 (0029_3a) dopey bashful wally gary bambi
9 (collde) dopey bashful wally gary bambi
4.3 Sources of Error in the Data Set
Site 6
doc
doc
doc
doc
doc
A nwiber of eror and interferenc sources ar known to have inuenced the experi-
mental data set in term of th recived acoustic signals. the recption ties, the GPS
positions. and th voltage and temperatu measurments. These are sumared in th
following.
i) Received Acoustic Signals: Two sources of noise/interference were observed during
the acustic data captue. First, the ambient noise level fluctuate widely depending
upon th wind spe. At high win speds. considerable impact noise from blown snow
and ice parcles was transmitt from the ice into the water. Ths noise source is known
to have a substati component in the frequency range use for acoustic communca-
tion (lOkH - 20kH). An hourly log of th wind speeds durg th deployment has
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ben obtaied from PME .at NOAA (Appendi B) and an attempt wil be made to cor-
relate the wind sped with the ambient noise levels in the captu acoustic data.
The send interferenc sour afectig the acoustic data was the acoustic navigation
beacons usd by the Mrtgroup.Cert of thse beacons generated Sms.pulses with
high energy in the communcations frequency band. The pulses ocured every secnd.
ü) Reception Timing: An error in the reived packet ti software in the acoustic
reiver resute in an ocasional tig ambigty. The magntude of th ambiguty is
exactly I send and can be readly corrte in th data without loss of confdence. It
shoud also be note that if th tig figu of merit (fOM) of th GPS is ~ 7 or F. th
reption tiing should be disregarded.
üi) GPS: Th accuracy of the GPS 'xyz' position is with 100 due to th DOD selec-
tive availabilty randomiation.
iv) Temperature wid Voltge: The temperatue an voltae readigs logged durg
Expts. 3,4,6,7,8 ar to be disrgarde. Thse measuments were taen with an essential
power supply disabled and so are inacat.
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5.0 Result Formats
5.1 Data File Format
Data colleete from each node are stored in files which ar named with. the following
conventions: out-aute::.-:daldab. where: out is th prefix for all output data files;
-aute:: is the miute of the day that th data fie was created (computed from GMT);
and -:daldab is the file extension. For example. in a parcu experient subdectory
for a given nod there might be two fies named: out889.da an out889.daL. Due to ce-
tai conditions (copy ties over th RF li and sety ciruit tie-out period) data
had to be tranttd to th base camp as two separate fies. Therefore. a file with a dal
extension is a contiuation of the file with the same name and a da extension.
Crtical inormation about the usage of ths data is contaed in th header of the.da
files. Ths inoraton has the following format
1234 53352.o0
1234: Artic Data Maic Numbe
53352.00 Nearest Send of Day to detet
1712017528
17120: Index into data for sta of packet
17528: Index into data for stop of packet
43
4: Numbe of chals of data
3: Number of chals on which a detet OCed
Thre is one entr in the following format for every chanel on which data was col-
'leete.
1 -0.693600
1-:: 1 is detet on ths chaneL. 0 no detet
-0.69360: Ofset in seconds from Nearst second of day to a detect to th actual
detetion.
1 -0.69360
I -0.684200
o -0.693600
The data is stored in two colums. th left had colum is the real component of the
data and th right hand colum is the imagin. Data samples are stored in ascendig
order-from earliest to latest. Multi-cbael data is store in the following sequence:
ChanelL. Sample 1
Chanl 2. Sample 1
Chl 3. Sample 1
Ch14. Sample 1
ChanelL. Sample 2
Chanl 2. Sample 2
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5.2 STATUS. LOG File Format(s)
Ther are two STATUSiOG fie formats as indicate below. Both conta time inor-
mation,latitude. longitude, temperatue measuements, battery voltage and curent and
aJ indicator as to. whether the modem was transmittig or recivin at the tie.
Forat A is used in expents 1 though 4, and Formt B is used in experients 6
thou 8. Exprients 5 and 9 have no STATS.LOG files.
5.2.1 Format A
Il:MM:SS TFOM = X DDMM.Il,N,DDDMM.1l
TO SDTO Tl SDTl 1' SD1' T3 SDT3 BAI CU
txlr one
Il:MM:SS
TFOM = X
GMf Hour (ll: Miutes (MM: Secnds (SS)
Tim Figue of Merit: X is an integer between 1
and 15 which indicates th acacy of the tig
pul from the GPS (See Table).
DDMM.Il,N,DDDMM.1l Latitude: Degrees (DD) Miutes (MM). Hundredth
of Miute (l, Nort (N), Longitude: Degrees
(DDD) Miutes (MM. Hundrth of Miute (ll
(TO- T3) Tempeatue for chanls 0-3 in degres
Celsius.
(SDTO-SDT3) Standard Deviation of Temperatue
Measement for chals 0-3 in degrees Celsius.
Battery voltage (volts).
Supply Curent (amps).
Mode indicator: (tx) tranitter mod. (rx) reiver
one: indicates a single tranmission or recption.
TO SDTO...T3 SDT3*
BAICU*
txlrx one
*50 individual experient descption for deta.
5.2.2 Format B
Il:MM:SS TFOM = X DDMM.Il,N,DDDMM.1l
TO SDTO Tl SDTl 1' SD1' T3 SDT3 BAI CU
XX yy zz
txlrx one .
Il:MM:SS
TFOM = X
GMf Hours (ll: Miutes (MM: Seconds (SS)
Tim Figu of Merit: X is an integer between 1
and 15 which indicates the acacy of the tig
pul from the GPS (See Table).
DDMM.Il.N,DDDMM.1l Latitude: Degrees (DD) Miutes (M. Hundredth
of Miute (l, Nort (N), Longitude: Degrees
(DDD) Miutes (MM. Hundrths of Miutes (ll
(T0-T3) Temperatue for chanls 0-3 in degreesTO SDTO...T3 SDT3*
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BAITCU*
txlrx one
xx yy ZZZZ
Celsius.
(SDTO-SDTI) Stadard Deviation of Temperatue
Measurement for chanels 0-3 in degrees Celsius.
Battery voltage (volts).
Supply Curent (amps). .
Mode indicator: (tx) transmtter mod. (rx) reiver
one: indicates a single tranmission or recption.
X. Y and Z cordites of modem in meters.
*See individual experient descption for detai.
TABLE 2. liming Figure of Meri (TFOM)
TFOM Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10-14
15
Expeced Time
Enr (mln)
Ons
InS
IOnS
lOOnS
IuS
lOuS
lOOS
lmS
lOmS
NOT USED
No information
Expeced Time
Enr (max)
InS
IOnS
lOOnS
IuS
lOuS
lOOuS
lmS
lOmS
lOOmS
NOT USED
Available
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6.0 Experiment Descriptions
Detais of the 9 data-logging experients perfored are given in the following sub-sec-
tions.
6.1 Experiment 1 (rr)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channels:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Round-robin of transmssions from each modem to remaig
modems.
Analysis of network connectivity, modm localzation.' and
comparatve performan of the network path.
8:10. March 26
approx. 3 hous
4
I
LOOO symbols
IdataO/marky larctic/rr
IdataO/marky lartic/exptl
TABLE 3. GPS positions, Expt 1.
Noe
bas
doc
dopey
gar
GPS
72:56.50N, 148:26.95W
72:57.04N,148:29.91W
72:57.97N, 148:31.21W
72:59.03N, 148:2832W
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6.2 Experiment 2 (mit1)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channels:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
R~ptions from Datasonics modem on the Odyssey (Odyssey
approx. 8m below icesuràce).
Analysis of AUV up-li performan. AUV localation.
14:03. Mah 27
3 hr 20 mi
5
i
1000 symbols
/dataO/matky /arcti/mitl
/dataO/marky /arctic/expa
TABLE 4. GPS positions. Expt 2.
Noe
bambi
bashfl
doc
dopey
gar
Odyssey
GPS
72:59.42N.148:0039W
72:56.86N. 147:58.87W
72:5739N,148:01.83W
72:5838N, 148:0332W
72:56.66, 148:1333W
TBD
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6.3 Exper~ment 3 (on27_3)
Description:
Data purpose.;
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channeli:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Round-robin with hourly chage of tranmittg node.
Anysis of long~termnetwork penormance. acoustic chanel .
varabilty. modm localation. reduced-complexity receiver
design. ,
22:38. Mardi 27
10 hr. 23 mis
4
1
500 symbols
/dataO/marky /arctic/0n7 _3
/dataO/marky /arcti/expt3
TABLE 5. OPS positions and experiment times. Éxp. 3
Noe Star Time GPS Stop Time GPS
bambi 22:38:18 7259.40.N. 08:39:59 7258.91.N.
14800.37 14755.66
bashfl 22:38:20 7256.85.N. 08:44: 16 7256.41.N.
14758.84 14754.33
dopey 22:38:19 7258.36.N. 08:47:02 7257.87.N.
14803.29 14758.57
gar 22:38:21 7256.65.N. 08:43:23 7256.23.N.
14813.29 14808.88
TABLE 6. Transmission schedule. Expt. 3
Trnsmiting
Time Noe FIle Time Stamps
22:38 - 23:00 bambi 420 - 479
23:00 - 0:00 bashfu 480 - 539
0:00 - 1:00 gar 540 - 599
1:00 - 2:00 no transmtter 600 - 659
2:00 - 3:00 dopey 660 - 719
3:00 - 4:00 bambi 720 - 779
4:00 - 5:00 bashf 780 - 839
5:00 - 6:00 gar 840 - 899
6:00 - 7:00 no transmtter 900 - 959
7:00 - 8:00 dopey 960 - 1019
8:00 - 8:40 bambi 1020 - 1079
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FIGURE 1. GPS tracking, Expt. 3.
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6.4 Experiment 4 (on28_3)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channeli:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Round-robin with hourly chage of tranmittig node.
Analysis of long-term network peiformance. acoustic chanel
varabilty, modm localization. reduce-cOmplexitY receiver
design.
10:12, March 28
5 hrs, 10 mi
3
1
1 () symbols
/dataO/marky /arctic/0n8_3
/dataO/marky /arctic/expt4
TABLE 7. GPS positions and experiment times, Exp. 4.
Noe Start Time GPS Stop Time GPS
bashfl 10: 12:20 7256.40.N. 15:21:58 725639.N.
14754.35 14754.49
dopey 10: 12:13 7257.91.N, 15:20:33 7257.87.N.
14758.41 14758.67
gar 10: 12:20 7256.26.N. 15:20:05 7256.20.N.
14808.71 14809.0
TABLE 8. Transmission schedule, Expt. 4
Time
10:12 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 15:20
Trnsmiting
Noe
dopey
bash
gar
dopey
bash
gar
File Time Stamps
420 - 479
480 - 539
540 - 599
600 - 659
660 - 719
720 - 779
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6.5 Experiment 5 (mit2)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channeli:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Recptions from Dataoncs modm on the Odyssey (Odyssey
approi. 8m below ice sunace). .
Analysis of AUV up-li pedormance. AUV localzation.
multi-chanl (diversity) reciver pedorance.
22:00. Mach 28
20 mi
6
4
200 symbols
/dataO/marky /arctic/mit2
/dataO/marky /artic/exptS
TABLE 9. GPS positions, Expt 2.
Noe
bambi
bashful
doc
dopey
gar
waly
Odyssey
GPS
72:58.78N. 147:57.08W
72:56.28N. 147:55.99W
72:58.68N. 148:00.4~W
72:57.74N,148:00.03W
72:56.10N.148:1O.49W
72:56.83N.147:58.98W
1BD
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6.6 Experiment 6 (on28_3a)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channels:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Round-robin with hourly change of transmttig node, multi-
chanl. recption.
Analysis of long-term network perforiance. diversity recp-
tion. acoustic chanel varability. modem localization.
reduce-cmplexity reciver design.
22:22. Mach 28
9 hrs. SO mIs
6
4
200 symbols
/dataO/marky /artic/on28_3a
/dataO/marky /arctic/expt6
TABLE 10. GPS positions and experiment times, Exp. 6.
Noe Start TIme GPS Stop TIme GPS
bambi 22:20:27 7258.88,N, 08:27:47 7259.73,N,
14757.66 14807.15
bashful 22:20:35 7256.36,N, 08:27:39 7257.26,N,
14756.48 14806.16
doc 22:20:31 7258.80,N, 06:40:39 725933,N,
14800.99 14808.20
dopey 22:20: 17 7257.84,N, 08:32:36 7258.70,N,
14800.58 14810.30
gary 22:20:25 7256.18,N. 06:43:48 7256.80,N,
14811.03 14818.44
wally 22:20:22 7256.91,N. 08:31:49 7257.80,N,
14759.50 14809.43
TABLE 11. Transmission schedule. Expt. 6
TIme
22:20 - 23:00
23:00 - 0:00
0:00 - 1:00
1:00 - 2:00
2:00 - 3:00
3:00 - 4:00
4:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00
6:00 - 7:00
TrnsmitIng
Noe
bambi
dopey
waly
gar
bash
doc
bambi
dopey
waly
File TIme Stamps
420 - 479
480 - 539
540 - 599
600 - 659
660 - 719
720 - 779
780 - 839
840 - 899
900 - 959
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Time
7:00 - 8:00
8:00 - 8:30
Trnsmiting
Noe File Time Stamps
960 - 1019
1020 - 1079
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FIGURE 3. GPS tracking, Ext. 6.
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6.7 Experiment 7 (on29_3)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channels:
Packet length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Round-robin with hourly change of transmittin node. multi-
chanl recption.
Analysis of long-term nètwork penorman~ diversity equal-
izer. acoustic chael varability. modem localization. reduced-
complexity reciver design. .
9:57. March 29
11 hr. 38 min
6
4
200 symbols
/dataO/marky /arctic/on29 _3
/dataO/marky /artic/expt7
TABLE 12. GPS positions and experiment times. Exp. 7.
Noe Stan Time GPS Stop Time GPS
bambi 09:57:39 7300.00.N. 21:35:52 7302.81.N .
14809.26 14825.08
bashfl 09:57:51 7257.54.N. 21:30:07 7300JO.N.
14808.19 14823.67
doc 09:57:35 7259.90.N. 21:06:30 7302J8.N.
14812.62 14826.99
dopey 09:57:48 7258.94.N. 21:3:24 7301.6.N.
14812.20 14828.07
gar 09:57:38 7257J4.N. 21:13:45 7300.15.N.
14822.95 14838.29
waly 09:57:53 7258.09.N. 21:29:25 7300.89.N.
14811.9 14826.72
TABLE 13. Transmission schedule. Expt. 7
Trnsmiting
Time Noe File Time Stamps
9:57 - 10:00 doc 1080 - 1139
10:00 - 11:00 bambi 1140 - 1199
11:00 - 12:00 dopey 1200 - 1259
12:00 - 13:00 wally 1260 - 1319
13:00 - 14:00 gar 1320 - 1379
14:00 - 15:00 bashul 1380 - 1439
15:00 - 16:00 doc 0-59
16:00 - 17:00 bambi 60 - 119
17:00 - 18:00 dopey 120 - 179
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Time
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 21:29
Trnsmlnlng
Noe
wally
gar
bash
doc
File Time Stamps
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RGURE 4. GPS tracking, Ext. 7.
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6.8 Experiment 8 (on29_3a)
Description:
Data purpose: .
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channeLs:
Packet Length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Roud-robin with hourly chage of tranmittg node.
Analysis of long-term network peiformance. acoustic chanel
varabilty, modem localization. reduced-complexity reciver
design.
22:40. March 29
9 hrs, SO mIs
6
1
1~~ symbols
/dataO/marky/arctic/0n9 _3a
/dataO/marky /arctic/exptB
TABLE 14. GPS positions and experiment times, Exp. 8.
Noe Start nme GPS Stop Time GPS
bambi 22:40:54 7303.18,N, 08:09:02 7305.28,N,
14826.41 14833.38
bashfl 22:40:54 7300.67,N, 08:08:18 7302.70,N,
14825.16 14832.04
doc 22:40:49 7303.09,N, 08:10:50 7305.19,N,
14829.77 14836.73
dopey 22:40:52 7302.14,N, 08:11:02 7304.24,N,
14829.35 14836.33
gar 22:40:56 7300.54,N, 08:10:35 7302.56,N,
14839.76 14846.16
wally 22:40:51 7301.24,N, 08:07:36 7303.29,N,
14828.19 14835.05
TABLE 15. Transmission schedule, Ext. 8
Trnsmiting
nme Noe File Time Stamps
22:40 - 23:00 bambi 420 - 479
23:00 - 0:00 dopey 480 - 539
0:00 - 1:00 waly 540 - 599
1:00 - 2:00 no transmitter 600 - 659
2:00 - 3:00 bashful 660 - 719
3:00 - 4:00 doc 720 - 779
4:00 - 5:00 bambi 780 - 839
5:00 - 6:00 no transmtter 840 - 899
6:00 - 7:00 waly 900 - 959
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TIme
7:00 - 8:00
8:00 - 8: 10
Trnsmiting
Noe
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File TIme Stamps
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FIGURE 5. GPS tracking, Expt. 8.
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6.9 Experiment 9 (collide)
Description:
Data purpose:
Started:
Duration:
Number of nodes:
Number of channeLs:
Packet Length:
Raw data:
Processed data:
Near-simultaeòus tranmissions from two modms (dopey
and bash). to remiiining modems.
Analysis of multi-user and ful-duplex reciver algoriths.
10:42, March 30
approx. 30 miutes
6
4
2500 symbols
/dataO/marky /artic/collde
/dataO/marky /arctic/expt9
TABLE 16. GPS positons. Expt 9.
Noe
bambi
bashful
doc
dopey
gar
waly
GPS
73:05.28N. l48:3338W
73:02.70N. 148:32.04W
73:05.I9N. 148:36.73W
73:04.24N. 148:3633W
73:02.56N. 148:46.l6W
73:03.29N. l48:35.05W
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7.0 Data Extraction and Multi-channel Receiver Scripts
7.1 MATLAB script for automatic gain control, AGC.M
function(y,pJ = agc(x, mu)
%
%(y,pJ = agc(x. mu)
%Feeorward automatic gain control with parameter mu.
%x is the input signa vector (tie series). x may
%be complex.
%mu sets the pole position of the fist order input
%power fiter - pole is at l-mu. A small mu
%(e.g.. 0.005) results in slow agc action.
%yis the output signal vector
%pis the input signal power estiate.
%
%
%Mark JohnsonAcoustic Telemetr Group, WHOI
%
%Last Modied:24 October 1994
%
% prie power estiate with a power estimate from the
% fit - 5 tie constats of x.
nsta = ceil(5/mu) ;
xs = abs(x).J\2 ;
p_sta = mea(xs(l:nsta)) ;
start~ai = lIsqrt(p_start) ;
% compute power estiate for al of x
p = fiter((mu OJ. (1 -(l-mu)), xs, p_sta) ;
% multiply x by inverse sqrt of power estimate to get
% mean power of 1
agco = sqrt(p).J\(-l) ;
Y = x.*agco ;
7.2 MATLAB script for demodulation and decimation, DEMDEC.M
function Xdd = demdec(X,fc.fs,df
%
%Xdd=demdec(X,fc.fs.df
%Demodulate and decimate a passband signal set.
%
%X is the raw input data seuence in colum-signal
%format.
%fc is the carer frequency.
%fs is the passband sapling frequency.
o/od is the decimation factor.
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%
%Xdd is the demodulated and decimated output matr in
%column-signal format.
%
.%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetr Group, WHOI
%
% 'Last Moded: 24 October 1994
%
(np neb) = size(X) ;
Xd = X. *( exp( -j*2*pi *fc/fs*(l :np) )'*ones(l,nch) ;
Xdd = zeros(np, nch) ;
for i=l:nch,
Xdd(:,i) = deimate(Xd(:,i),df ;
end
7.3 MATLAB script for the decision feedback equalizer, EQ.M
function(W,de,dd,sef .F,fr) = eq(X,T,map,pll,N.options,fcn)
%
%(W,de,dd,se,F,fr)=e(X,T,map,pIU,N ,options,fcn)
%Multihanel joint fractionaly-space RL and PLL equaler and
%decodr for coherent communications. See Stojanovic et al.
%", IEEE Tran. ...
%
%X is the complex input data seuence. It has a colum
% for each obsered signal. The samplig-rate for al
%chanels is nnew samples per symbol (see options below).
%The algorithm wil attempt to decode Ns symbols where
%Ns = (number of rows in X) / nnew.
% T is the complex traig sequence. The intial training
%duration is determined by the si of T.
%map is the complex alphabet vector.
%N is a n+ 1 vector where n is the number of columns in X.
% The fist n elements specify the number of parameters in the
%feeorward fiter assoiate with the correspondig
%colum of X. The support of the ith feeorward filter
%is thus N(i)/nnew symbols. The final entr in N specifies the
%number of parameters in the feeback fiter. As the decision
%feedack is always at the symbol-rate, the feeback
%support is N(n+l) symbols.
%pll sets the PL fiter coeffcients: the fist row of pll_f is
%the numerator coeffcients. The second row is the denominator.
% Coeffcient organisaton is as for Matlab's filter.m function.
%options is a vector of options:
%(nnew; lambda; dit; TIH; BUDGET; Nrec)
%where (default values are in (1):
%nnew (2 l is the number of input measurements to be used
%per symboL. lInnew is the fractional spacing.
%labda (0.9951 is the forgetting factor for the RL algorithm.
%dit (lOOlis the initial diagonal value of the inverse
% correlation matr used in the RL algorith.
%THSH (Olis the mse level in dB above which the equalser
% parameters are updated using the RLS algorith
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%after initial traing.
%BUDGET (Ns lthe maxum number of RL updates permitt in%deodig X. .
_ %Nrec (50lsets the period in symbols between parameter value
%reports (se dicussion of W below).
%fcn is the name of the .m fie to be used for equaler update
%Avaible update scripts are 'n2rls', 'n3rls', 'sqrrls'.
%
%W is a matrix each colum of which is the RLS parameter vector
% recrded every Nrec symbols.
%de is the Ns vector of equaler outputs.
%dd is the Ns vector of decision outputs.
%sef is the Ns vector of fitered squared errors.
%F is the Ns x n matrix of the input phase compensation as
%detered by the phase-locke-loop algorith.
%fr the fraction of decod symbols for which an RL update
%was performed. fr c:= BUDGETINs.
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetr Group, WHOI
%based on rls.m (jointfsrls) by Milca Stojanovic
%
% Last Moded: 31 Octobe 1994
%
% Intialation...
seCnum = (0.05 0) ;
seCdenom = (1 -0.95) ;
% squared-error fiter: single pole ê 0.95
if narginc:7
fen = 'n2rls' ;
end
% default RL update
if narginc:6 % set default options
IUew = 2 ;
labda = 0.995 ;
dit = 1; .
1HH = 0 ;
BUDET = fioor(si(X,l)!IUew) ;
Nrec = 50 ;
else
IUew = options(l) ;
lambd = options(2) ;
dit = options(3) ;
1HH = options(4) ;
BUDET = options(5) ;
Nrec = options(6) ;
end
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np = sum(N) ; % total number of parameters
Nt = max(size(T)) ; % number of traiing symbols
Ns = floor(size(X,I)/nnew) ; % total number of symbols to decode
no = size(X;2) ; % number of feeorward elements (channels)
IN = (O;cumsum(N) ;
Phi = zeros(np,l) ; % regressor vector
eval(('(Teta Zeq=' fen '(np, dit);'J) ; % initialze RL algorith
update = ('(Theta Zeq)=' fen '(Phi,e,lambda,Theta,Zeq;') ; % script for RLS update
nfl = max(N(l:no)./nnew) ; % initialy hold-off RL updates for
% nfil symbols unti regressor has
% some data in it.
j = sqrt( -1) ;
(f PLL) = fiter(pil(I,:),pil(2,:),O) ; % initial PLL filter states and output
PLLs = PLL*ones(l,no) ; % ...for each input chanel
g = zeros(no,1) ;
de = zeros(Ns,l) ; % record of equalser output
sef = zeros(Ns,l) ; % record of filtered squared estiation errors
dd = zeros(Ns,l) ; % record of hard decision output
F = zeros(Ns,no) ; % record of phase-locked loop adjustments
W = zeros(np,foor(Ns/rec)) ; % record of equaler parameters
(sef(l) Zsef) = fiter(seCnum, seCdenom, 0) ; % initialze squared-error filter states
d = 0 ; % Oth feeback symbol is zero
updatecnt = 0 ; % zero the RL update counter
k= 1;
% DecdeNs symbols...
for i=I:Ns,
% ...compute data sybol estiate and estiation error
for ü=l:no, % for each input channel
% ...compute phase-loced loop coeffcient
(f PLLs(:,ü)) = fiter(pll(l,:),pil(2,:),g(ü),PLLs(:,ü)) ;
F(i,ü) = f ; % recrd PLL coeffcient
% ...and update regessor
Phi(I(ü)+I:IN(ü+l)) = (exp(-j*f)*X((i-l)*nnew+l:i*nnew,ü); Phi(I(ii)+I:IN(ii+l)-nnew)) ;
% ...apply feeorward fiter
p(ü) = Theta(I(ü)+I:IN(ü+l))'*Phi(I(ii)+I:IN(ii+l)) ;
end
Phi(I(no+l)+I:np) = (d; Phi(IN(no+l)+l:np-l)) ; % add last symbol as feedback to regressor
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t = Theta(IN(no+l)+l:np)'*Phi(IN(no+l)+l:np) ;
de(i) = sum(p)+t;
% apply feeback filter
% sum paral outputs for symbol estimate
if DNt, .
. (eeiidl = in(abs(map-de(i)) ;
d = map(ind) ;
else
d = T(i) ;
end
% determie output symbol
% if not traing...
% ...fid nearest symbol to de in map vector
% if traing pick next training symbol
dd(i) = d ;
e = d - de(i) ;
% filter squared-error and record
% record output symbol
% compute error
(sef(i) ZsefJ = fiter(seCnum. seCdenom, e*e', Zset) ;
% check if RL update is required
if(i;nf) & ((updatent c:= BUDET) & (sef(i) ~ TISH)) I (ic=Nt)
% ...compute RLS parameter update
eval(update) ;
updatecnt = updatecnt+l ;
end
% do update
% ...and increment update count
if(rem(i,Nrec)=O)
W(:,k) = Theta ;
fpritf'%d i ,i) ;
k = k+l ;
end
% report equaler parameters every Nrec symbols
% ...compute PLL update
g = imag(p. *conj(p+e)) ;
end
fpritf('Number of updates = %d\il, updatecnt) ;
fr = updatecnt/s ;
7.4 MATLAB" script to run the equalizer, EQRUN.M
% eqru.m
%Exple script for rug eq.m reciver and diplayig results
%Asumes input variables y (baseband signals) and ps (code detect point)
%obtaied using:
%(y psJ = prepinput(x, coe, sym_rate) ;
%
%se prepinput.m for furter detas.
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustc Telemetr Group, WHO!
%
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% Last Modfied: 31 October 1994
%
sta = ps + nnew*nullsym ;% start point in signal vector
options = (nnew; lambda; dit; TIH; BUDGET; SOl ; % options vector for eq.m
nn = (N(1:size(y,2)).*nnew; N(si(N,l))l ; % convert feeorward filter symbol supports
% as given in cx_set to number of parameters
(W de dd sef ph frl = eq(y(sta:sta+nnew*nsymbols-1,:),trai(1:ntrain),map,pll,nn,options,eqfcn);
figure(2) ;
ne = plotresult(de, dd, sef, ph, trai(1:size(dd,I)), ntrai) ; % plot results in 4-graph format
7.5 MATLAB script for locting barker code for synchronization,
FIND1 STPEAK.M
fuctionps = :fd1stpea(dv,thesh)
%
%ps=:fd1stpeak( dv ,thesh)
%Find the first pea in vector dv that exce a theshold.
%
%dv is the input 'decision' seuence.
%thresh is the level above which a detetion is made.
%
%ps is the index of the fist peak in dv.% .
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetry Group, WHOI
%
% Last Moded: 25 October 1994
%
% find fist point that excees the theshold
ps = mi(fid(dv~=thesh)) ;
% :fd the immedately followig peak
ps = ps + min(fid(di(dv(ps:size(dv,l))c:O)) - 1 ;
7.6 MATLAB script for RLS updating of Equalizer parameters, N2RLS.M
function(C,R) = n2riS(X,error,lambda,C,R)
%
%(C,R) = n2riS(X,error,lambda,C,R)
%Stadard n-squared RLS update implementation
%for real or complex signals.
%X is the regressor vector (nx1)
%erroris the curent error value (i.e.,
%desired - C'R)
%lambdas the forgettig factor (Oclambdac:l)
%Choose value near 1 (e.g., 0.995) for
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%s1ow trackg. Tr8Ckig tie constat
%is approxiately l/(I-lambda) samples.
%Cthe current parameter vector (rocI)
%Rthe current inverse auto-correlation matrix
%estiate (me).
%
%(C,R) = n2rls(n, diit)
%Intials C with zeros(n,l) and R with diag(diit)
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetr Group, WHOI
%
% Last Moded: 24 October 199
%
if(nargin == 2)
n=X;
dit = error;
R = dit*eye(n) ;
C = zeros(n,l) ;
else
Z = R*X ;
mu = lIrea(lambda + X'*Z) ;
K=mu*Z;
R = (R - K*Z')/lbd ;
C = C + error'*K ;
end
7.7 MATLAB script for plotting the input, PLOTINPUT.M
fuctionplotiput(x,y,p,i,ps,settgs)
%
%plotiputCx.y,p,ire,ps,settgs)
lfodsplay input signal properties for coherent receiver.
% To be use witl prepinput.m. See prepinput.m for detas.
%xis the complex input data sequence. It has a column
% for each obsered signal.
%yprocss signal
%pestiated input signal power from agc.m
%pssta point in x found usig fidlstpea.m
%irechanel impulse resonse esate from cre.m
%settgs settgs vector (se prepinput.m)% .
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetr Group, WHOI
%
% Lat Modfied: 31 October 1994
%
syate = settigs(l) ;
intf = settgs(2) ;
ire_diplay = settigs(6) ;
clg
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ns = size(x.l) ;
ind = (O:ns-l)/(symate*intf ;
subplot(221), plot(ind,abs(x(:,l)), grid, titleCraw tie signal')
xlabeICsecnds'), ylabeICamplituOO')
subplot(222), plot(ind,abs(y(:,l)), grid, titleCprocessed tie signal')
xlabeICsecnds'), ylabeICamplituOO')
subplot(223), plot(ind,p), grd, titleCInput power estiate')
xlabeICsecnds'), ylabelCpower)
nire = ceil(symate*intfire_diplay) ;
subplot(224), plot(((O:nie-l)-ps)/(symrate*intf, ire(l:nire)), grid
titleCChanel impulse response estiate')
xlabelCtie in seconds'), ylabelCamplitude)
7.8 MATLAB script for plotting results, PLOTRESULT.M
fuction ne = plotresult(de,dd,sef,ph,trai,ntrain)
%
%ne = plotresult(de,dd,sef,ph,trai,ntrai)
%display rests of coherent receiver, eq.m
%00 is the vector of equaler outputs.
% dd is the vector of decision outputs.
% sef is the vector of fitered squared errors. .
% ph is the matr of the input phase compensation coeffcients.
%trainis the vector of transmitte symbols
%ntrais the number of symbols to be use for traig
%
%neis the number of symbol errors in the deoded packet
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetr Group, WHO!
%
% Last Moded: 31 October 1994
%
nsymbols = size(de,l) ;
ne=D;
clg
subplot(221), plot(lO*logIO(sef)), grid, title('MSE')
xlabelCtie in symbols'), ylabelCdB')
subplot(222), plot(OO(ntrai+l:nsymbols),'g+), grid
ax(( -22 -22)), axs(ax), titleCConstellation')
xlabeICreal(de)', ylabeICimag(de)'
subplot(223), plot(ph), grd, titleCPhase)
xlabelCtie in symbols'), ylabeICradians')
if nargin = 6
errors = abs(dd - trai) ::= 1 ;
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ne = sum(errors(ntraI+1:nsymbols)) ;
fpritf('number of symbol errors after training = %d\', ne) ;
subplot(224), plot(errors), grid, title('Eror distrbution')
xlabel('tie in symbols'), ylabe1('errors')
end
drawnow;
7.9 MATLAB script for preparing the Input file, PREPINPUT.M
function (y,ps,p) = prepinput(x,code,settgs)
%
%(y,ps,p) = prepinput(x,code,settigs)
%Prepare input signal to equaler by (i) hardltig,
%(ü) sta detection, and (il) agc
%xis the complex input data sequence. It has a column
% for each obsered signal. The samplig-rate for al
%chanels is nnew samples per sybol (see settgs below).
%coethe complex sta code at a saplig-rate of intf (see
%below) input saples per cod symboL.
%settgs settgs vector contag:
%settgs = (symate intf lit starcthesh agc_mu ire_diplay)
%where:
%syateis the code symbol-rate in Hz
%intfis the number of input samples per code symbol
%litthe hard lit thesold as a percentage of input
o/oeents.
%stCtheshtheshold abve which a start may be deteted.
%See fìd1stpeak.m for detais.
%agc_mucontrols pole position of agc power fiter. See
%agc.m for detai.
%ire_diplayhow many seconds of the impule resonse estate
%to diplay.
%
%yprocessed signal
%pssta point in y acrdig to cre.m and fìd1stpeak.m. ps is in
%input samples not symbols.
%pestiated input signal power from agc.m
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetr Group, WHO!
%
% Last Moded: 31 October 1994
%
nseach = 1000 ;
intf = settgs(2) ;
liit = settgs(3) ;
starcthesh = settgs(4) ;
agc_mu = settigs(5) ;
xl = nnoutlers(x.lit) ;% hard limt
coded = interp(code,intf ;% interpolate sta code
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ire = cre(xl(l:nsearch), coded, 1) ;% cross-correlate code and input
(y p) = agc(xl, agc_mu) ;% agc input
dv = ire./p(l:nsearch) ;% decision vector = cross-correlator.
% output / input power
ps = fidlstpea(dv, starUhresh) ;% find start peak in decicion vector
if ps -= ()
fpritf'start found at input point %d\il, ps) ;
else
fpritf('no stat found with theshold = %d\il, staLthesh) ;
end
figue(l) ;% ...plot results
plotiput(x. y, p, ire, ps, settigs) ;
7.10 MATLAB script for converting raw data to complex vector, RAW2VEC.M
fuction x=raw2vec(v)
%
%x=raw2vec(v)
%Convert 2-column format raw data from AMS V1.0 receiver
%into multi-chane1 signal matr. Supports:fes from
%Lae Winepesau (Feb. 1994) and Arctic (March 1994)
%exedtions.
%
%vis the raw data (a 2-column rea matrx)
%xis the complex recvered tie series in column-
%chanel format
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetry Group, WHO!
%
% Last Moded: 24 October 1994
%
RX_MAGIC = 1234 ;
BUFPACE= 100;
x = ();
ifv(1,l) = RX_MAGIC)
% Arctic vintae data with circular bufer strcture
% header contas:
%
%magic numberte (ses)
%data enddata start
%chl detetchl tie offset
% :
%ch detetchn tie offset
%
% remaider of file is (rea imag) per row
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nch = v(3,l) ;
pos = v(2.:) + 1 ;
n = size(v,l) ;
st=nch+4;
y = v(st:n,l) + j*v(stn,2) ;
n = size(y,l) ;
fpritfCArctic data fie: %d chanels. %d samples\il. nch. n/nch) ;
fist = pos(2)-BUFSPACE*nch ;
iffist c: 1)
fist = n+fist ;
end .
ifpos(l) = 1)
y = y(fistn) ;
else
y = yUfist:n 1 :pos(1)-I)) ;
end
.
for i=l:nch.
x = (x y(i:nch:size(y,l))) ;
end
else
% raw data is Winepesaukee vintae
fpritf'Pre-Arctic singl-channel data fie\il) ;
pos = v(1,:)+1 ;
. n = size(v.l) ;
x = v(2:n,l) + j*v(2:n,2) ;
if(pos(1) = 1)
x = x(pos(1):n-l) ;
else
x = x((pos(I):n-l 1 :pos(l)-ID ;
end
end
7.11 MATLAB script for removing outliers from data set, RMOUTUERS.M
fution y = rmoutlers(x. thresh)
%
%y = rmoutlers(x. thesh)
%Remove outlers from tie series. x. using syetric
%hard liter with lit thesholds set from the
%histogram of x.
%
%x is the signal in column veCtor format (maybe
%real or complex)
%thesh is the clipping threshold in percentage of
%input signal events. e.g.. thesh = 0.01 sets
%the liitig level such that only 0.01
%of
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%input points will be clipped.
%
%y is the output colwnn vector.
%
%
% MarkJohnson Acoustic Telemetry Group, WHOI
%
% Last Modfied: 24 October 1994
%
nbins = 50 ;% resolution of histogram
ax = abs(x) ;
(n, xdit) = hist(ax, nbins);
It = xdit(max(find(lOO*(I-cumsum(n)/sum(n)) :; thesh)) ;
y = (ax c:= It).*x + It*(ax :;It).*sign(x) ;
7.12 MATLAB script with example settings for single channel reception,
TEST_SET.M
%ncset.m
%stadard receiver settngs for eq.m and prepinput.m
%
%
% Mark Johnson Acoustic Telemetry Group, WHOI
%
% Last Moded: 31 October 1994
%
load trail % traig sybols
% settigs for prepinput.m
symrate = 2500 ; % symbol rate (Hz)
limit = 0.04 ; % clipping thesold in % of events
agc_mu = 0.005 ; % sets pole position of agc power fiter
% - pole is at l-agc_mu
start_thesh = 100 ; % power ratio threshold for detector
ire_display = 0.02 ; % maxum length of impulse response to display (secs)
intf = 2 ; % nwnber of samples per code symbol in input
% ...settigs vector for prepinput.m
code = (-1;1;-1;1;-1;-1;1; 1;-1;-1;-1;-1;-1) ; % 13-element barker sta code
settgs = (symrate intf liit sta_thresh agc_mu ire_display) ;
% settigs for eqrun.m
N = (5;9) ; .
% in sybols.
map = (l+j;-I-j;-I+j;l-j);
pll = (0.011 -0.01 0; 1 -2 1) ;
% equalzer feeorward and feeback support
% map vector for QPSK
% pll filter nwnerator and denominator
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% ...tls pll has two integrators and one zero.
nullsy = 20 ; % number of symbols betwee sta code and data
lHSH = llY(-7.5/10); % mse theshold in dB - equalizer parameters are only
%.adjusted when the cùrrent mse is above TIH
nsyibols = 1000 ; % number of symbols to decode
nnew = 2 ; % number of samples per sybol in input
BUDGET = nsymbols ; % maxum number of RL updates to perform
ntrai = 200 ; % number of traing sybols at start of packet
labda = 0.995 ; % RLS forgettg factor
dit = 1000 ; % RL intial regressor power value
eqfcn = 'n2rls' ; % RL update fuction to use.
7.13 Source Code for extracting: Tlme, latitude and Longitude from
STATUS. LOG files:
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* 1
/*STA1FT.C - Ths code extacts tie, latitude and longitude from *1
/* STATUS.LOG fies create during th Arctic deployment of March 1994 *1
/* The program removes any measurements which were taken with a lFOM:: 10 *1
/* See Magellan data sheet for deta on lFOM *1* ~/* Author: D. Herold, WHO! *1/* Date: 4(2619 *1
/* --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------*1
#iclude c:stdo.b
#iclude ~ctye.b
#iclude c:stdb.b
#defie CORRC'l-RES 3
mai(arc,argv)
int argc;
char *argvn;
f
FI *fnamel;
FI*fname2;
char in_str(80);
inti;
inttom;
inthour,inute,second;
floatlatitude,longitude;
1* file pointers* 1
1* input string* 1
/* delare var.*1
if (argc != 3 ) /* check for correct usage*1
f
fpritf(stdout,"Usage: statft c:fieb c:le2::\n");
fpritf(stdout,"NOTE: c:fileb must be a dos2unix'd status.log file....\n");
exit(O);
1
/* open fies* 1
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if ( (fnamel = fopen(ar(l) ,"r")) == NUL)
(
exit(O);
. . J . ..
if ( (friame2 == fopen(argv(2),"w")) ==NUL) .
(
exit(O);
J
1* read fie and get pertinent information, store in fie2*1
whie (fscanf(fnamel,"%s",in_str) != EOF)
(
if (CORRCl-READS = sscan(in_slr,"%2d:%2d:%2d ",&hour,&minute,&second) )
(
for (i= 0; i 0:= 2; i++)
fscanfnamel ,"%s" ,in_sir);
sscan(in_str,"%x" ,&tfom);
if (tfom 0: 10)
(
fscan(fnamel."%s" .i_Sir);
sscan(in_str,"%f.N, %f" ,&latitude,&longitude);
fprintf(fname2,"%2d %2d %2d ",hour,minute,seond);
fpritf(fname2,"% 7.2f %8.2f\" ,latitude,longitude);
J
J
fclose(fnamel);l* close files*1
fclose(fname2);
1* ext* 1
7.14 MATLAB Script for for correcting and plotting GPS Lattitude and
Longitudes extracted from STATUS. LOG files.
% gpsplot.m D. Herold, WHO! 26 April 1994
% Th fie loads data from an Arctic status.1og file which
% has 'been dos2unied and then run though the statft.exe
% program in -/aaan/arctic/gpsdata diectory.
%
% function (pos,samples,etie) = gpsplot(experiment)
%
function (pos,samples,etie) = gpsplot(experiment)
nodes = ('bamb_'
'bash_'
'doc_'
'dopy_'
'gary_'
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'waly_') ;
nodenum = 0 ;
x_in = 999 ;
x_iiåx = -999 ;
y_mi = 999 ;
y_max = -999 ;
pos = zeros(IS0,12) ;
etie = zeros(lSO,6) ;
c1g
for k = 1:lengt(nodes)
fie = (nodes(k.:) experiment '..s') ;
fiename = (fie '.log1 ;
if exist(fiename)
fienae
nodenum = nodnum + 1 ;
load(fienae) ;
eval(('y =' fie ';' )) ;
% get the elapsed experent time
tm = y(:,I).*60y(:,2)+y(:,3)'/60;
tm(fid(tm=max(tm))+ 1 :lengt(tm)) = tm(fid(tm=max(tm))+ l:ength(tm))
+ 24*60 ;
etie(I:lengt(tm),nodenum) = tm ;
% Convert to deimal degrees
y(:,4) = fì(y(:,4)./100)+(rem(y(:,4)./100,l)./60).*100;
pos(l:length(y),2*nodenum-l) = y(:,4) ;
y(:,S) = fì(y(:.5)./I00)+(rem(y(:.5)./100,l)./60).* 100 ;
pos(l:length(y),2*nodenum) = y(:,S) ;
saples(nodnum) = length(y) ;
index(nodenum) = k;
% Get max and min for axes
x_mi = mi(x_mi,m(pos(l:samples(nodenum),2*nodenum)) ;
x_max-= max(x_max,max(pos(l:samples(nodenum),2*nodenum))) ;
y_mi = mi(y_mi,min(pos(l:saples(nodenum),2*nodenum - 1))) ;
y_max = max(y_max,max(pos(l:samples(nodenum),2*nodenum - 1))) ;
else
k=k+l;
end
end
x_min = x_mi - 0.01 ;
x_max = x_max + 0.01 ;
y_mi = y_mi - 0.01 ;
y_max=y_max+O.01 ;
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delta_lat = y_max-y_min ;
x_max = x_min + delta_lat I cos(y_max*(pi/lSO)) ;
figure( 1); % plot out gps positions .of nodes
axs('square');
ax(' equal);
ax((x_min x_max y_min y_maxJ);
for k = 1 :nodenum
plot(pos(l :samples(k) ,2*k) ,pose 1 :samples(k) ,2*k- 1),'.'), grid on
hold on
plot(os(l ,2*k) ,pose 1 ,2*k- 1) ,'x')
text(pos( 1 ,2*k)-Q.02,pos( 1 ,2*k- 1)-Q.OO2,node(index(k).:))
end
view(lSO, -90)
TItle = ('GPS Trackig of (' experient ')') ;
title (Ttle )
xlabel('Lngitude (Degrees E.)'
ylabel('Latitude (Degree N.)'
hold off
figure(2) % not requied, however, lets look at times of experiments
for k = 1 :nodenum
plot(etie(l:samples(k),k)-max(min(etie)),'.'), grid on
hold on
text(samples(k) ,etime(samples(k) ,k)-max(in( etie)) ,nodes(index(k) ,:))
end
TItle = ('GPS TIme vs. Sample of (' experient ')' ;
title(TItle)
xlabel('Sample')
ylabel('Sample Tune (Miutes)'
hold off
figure( 1)
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Appendix A - Log Book Notes
The following inormation is extracte from th log book kept durg the experient.
0.1 March 17, 1994
-1700 MJ, DH Arve Deadorse, AK.
-1900 Move equipment into lab space.
0.2 March 18, 1994
- 0730 Move al equipment into new lab spac and unpack.
-09 Hook up TE (SPARC 10), retore new data from backups of work done
at WHOI after ai shpment. Having the sam problem with th DOS shell
progam. What you ty in the dos window is not displayed on the screen.
Caled BE at WHO!. Ther was no easy way to fix the problem. Deided to
use JOSKO (SPARC IPC) as we had in Winpesaukee experient.
-1130 Lun
-1200 Finshed switchig IPC in for SPARe 10
-1500 Snezy, Waly, Doc al Tx and Rx ok. Hook up GPS to Sneezy to se if we get
recption iJide bulg.
-1615 Sta brigig in pve tube for th-ic fittigs to war them up prior to
assembly.
0.3 March 19, 1994
- 0800 No jou entres for ths day. Presu we spent it chasing apparent software
bug.
0.4 March 20, 1994
-1700 Je arves Deadhrse
-200 Detee that problems which have looke lik transmtter and reciver soft-
ware problems are actualy hardwar problems not previously encountered on
AID board. We have to date be unucy and only tred combinations of
modem with bad boards.
0.5 March 21, 1994
-0200 Finsh debugg and preparg six of th modems for deployment intially on
ice. Pack equipment for trp to ice.
-0900 Depar Deadhorse for Ice Camp East.
-1100 Arve Ice camp, unoad plane, move equipment to our ice hut.
-1300 Short lunh break
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-1400 Raie bas-camp antenna. organe hut. get base camp electronics rug. We
are havin problem with the UPS. we keep gettg "power hits". We assume
that it is due to us overloadig the UPS.
0.6 March 22, 1994
- 0800 It tu out that the camp genrator doe not have a closely reguate frquency
and it is to dicult for th UPS operate corrtly.
- 0830 Deployed Doc -sOm from cap: GPS position n57.16.N.l4822.90 Must pre-
par pvc tube endcaps inide after they have wared up inside the huts. Do
NOT use teflon pipe sealer.
-1300 Deploy Bambi. GPS nS8.04.N.l4827.70
o~ 7 March 23, 1994
-1300 Deploy Bash. GPS nS6.58.N.14823.83
0.8 March 24, 1994
0.9 March 25, 1994
- 0900 DHdepar Ice camp. ED arves.
0.10 March 26, 1994
0.11 March 27, 1994
- 0930 Did temperatue log. Bambi taen by helicopter to replace gai who wend
down yesterday. onite batch fie rug on dopey. gai and doc. failed after
fit iteraton. Made some chages to hrbat (ovemite batch file) adn renamed
collect.bat. Ths nes th following environment varables: TXSEQ (;:=0.. .c
NNODES). NNODES e.g. 4. PRLE (sleep tie between Rx and copy).
RXSLE (sleep tie in seonds between Rx's). TXSLE (sleep tie in sec-
onds bete Tx's. DATADIR (destition data diectory on e:. These are all
set in onst.bat whih is called from autoru.bat. Also in mailbox.bat (ê stat
ther is a checd for e:%sysdi/collect.mbx, only if it exists can you cal collect.
-1000 Gai replac by Bambi. Bambi came up goo. New GPS fix:
nS9.6S.N.14814.1O. Temperatues: 17.4.25.5 -14.3. -22.7
-1030 File set requied for collect is: collect.bat. onset.bat. autoru.bat. mailbox. bat.
1sleep.bat. remai.bat. ncmess.bat
-1030 Chked LSLEE with env. varables. works ok.
-1215 Foog problem with gai was (suspeted) faulty ARAN. Repalced with
ARAN from Waly. Alo. deadperson battry was flat. replaced and checked
th cheist ok. Took gai to new site with helicopter. Able to ARAN
communcate ok. GPS is nS7.IO.N.l4824.42
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-1403 MITI data set taen?
-1723 MII data set done?
-2236 :Temperatue log
-224 Run COLLECf
0.12 March 28, 1994
-0845 Stoppe COLLCf - all except Doc retued. Also doc did not collt any
paktes. Al data and logs are in : %datadi%/0n27 _3.
TABLE 17. Transmitters for 2240 COLLECT
TIme
GPS Hour Trnsmiter Stamp
7 bambi 420-479
8 bash 480-539
9 gar 540-599
10 600-659
11 dopey 660-719
12 bambi 720-779
13 basfu 780-839
14 gar 840-899
15 900-959
16 dopey 96-1019
17 bambi 1020-1079
-144 Dataonics modem on Odyssey is doin ocasiona broadcasts for next two
hou - may be reived by the long packet captu on gar. dopey. and bashf
(0n28_3)
-1500 Field seice on bambi (copied new auitoru.bat) instaled doc in new site.
-1500 Intaed waly in camp site (was doc site)
-1610 GPS log
-1700 Temperatu log
-2100 Tempeatue log
-2130 GPS log
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- 2200 GPS get_xyz.
TABLE 18. XYZ Positions .
NODE X y Z
doc -1588321.42 -991950.08 6076456.88
bambi -1587216.75
-993415.57 6076521.02
dopey -1589628.87
-993049.73 6075957.36
wally -1590715.19 -99423.98 6075441.62
gar -1595155.84 . -989769.79 6075038.56
bashful -1590679.12 -996339.06 6075141.54
-2200 captued 2 data sets from modem on odessey. These are 4 chanellK sym-
bols and are stored in MI diectories.
-2222 COLæCl stad with 4 chanel rxdl.m
. 0.13 March 29, 1994
-0830 Stoppe COLICl (doc and gar had reset earlier -1540 rathr than 1730).
- 0830 Temperatue log:
- 0830 GPS positions:
- 0830 GPS geCxyz:
- 0930 Re-sta COLLECl with multi-chael short packets. Last nights collect
resuts are stord in ON28_3_A diectories. Tranit schedule was:
TABLE 19. Transmitter schedule
GPS Hour Trnsmiter OUT Keys
7 bambi 420:479
8 dopey 480:539
9 waly 540:559
10 gar 600:659
11 basul 660:719
12 doc 720:779
13 bambi 780:839
14 dopey 840:899
15 waly 900:959
16 gar 960:1019
17 bashfu 1020: 1079
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-1705 Stoppe data captu. Al unts retud.
-1705 Tempeatue log.
. - 1711 GPS Positions.
-17 i 7 Re-stad COLLct, (short packet, 4 chal) with reduced PRELE.
RXSLE increments (20 of 25 previously) and reduced TXSLE (40 of SO
previously).
-1845 MI doin Odyssey ops with datasonics modm on (1 per miute).
-1915 MI stops Odyssey.
-2130 COLæer stoppe (multihanL. short packts) stored in ON29_3 dÌector.
-2130 GPS log
-2130 Temperatue log
- 2245 COLæer star with single chanel long packets. Previous collect stored in
ON29 _3 diectory.
0.14 March 30, 1994
-100 Flow is crack. ED recverig nod electronics. Last nite collect is in ON
ditories (status.1og's are sti on PCMCI) Did some collection for milca:
dopy and bash tranttig, reaier reciving. Data is 4 chaneL. 300
symbols (2500 trantt), stod in root diectories. e.g. gar_d.
-1015 TAR ditores to tapes.
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Appendix B - Wind Speeds
The wind measurement station was by the helo hut until about 5 or 6 on 29 March. so
th early \Vind diections ~n't too goo. but shoul~ be in the right balpark. Times ar
GMT. The station should have taen one sample per hour. but its tier ran roughy a
minute/hou slow(someties worse). The 100miute sample interval was controlled by
a more accurate clock. so that widsped calcultions should be OK. Wmd diection
is TO. not from. kid of tre (magntic+30 degrs). Floe rotation is aleady included
in wind dition.
YrMoDaHMi AiT(C) WSpd(m!s) WDir Comp(Foe Rotation)
9403270515
9403270618
9403270720
9403270821
9403270923
9403271025
9403271127
9403271231
9403271331
9403271432
9403271535
9403271739
9403271841
9403271943
940327204
9403272148
9403272248
9403272350 .
9403280054
9403280154
9403280256
9403280358
9403280459
9403280502
9403280602
943280704
94032808.09
9403280909
940328100
9403281113
9403281213
9403281315
9403281417
9403281519
9403281621
9403281723
9403281825
-27.36
-26.40
-25.86
-23.34
-25.38
-27.96
-28.20
-29.76
-30.54
-30.06
-30.42
-29.22
-28.14
-27.42
-26.82
-26.52
-26.34
-26.52
-26.94
-27.12
-27.96
-28.98
-29.58
-29.58
-30.00
-30.30
-30.60
-30.84
-31.4
-31.38
-31.74
-31.98
-32.40
-32.04
-31.20
-31.20
-30.30
1.76 280.00
3.04 274.40
2.40 271.60
0.80 273.00
2.40 259.00
0.96 235.20
2.88 27.80
1.2 50.20
1.44 257.60'
2.24 329.00
2.88 267.40
7.04 18.00
6.88 260.40
7.84 257.60
7.20 266.00
7.52 266.00
8.96 266.00
8.32 270.20
11.52 268.80
6.56 270.20
3.52 274.40
3.68 274.40
5.28 273.00
5.28 273.00
5.28 275.80
2.72 282.80
2.24 278.60
2.24 281.40
2.24 292.60
2.40 302.40
1.60 281.40
1.44 294.00
1.60 277.20
1.2 278.60
0.96 277 .20
0.96 277.20
1.2 303.80
22.40
21.00
21.00
21. 00
21. 00
22.40
22.40
22.40
22.40
22.40
22.40
19.60
21.00
19.60
18.20
18.20
19.60
18.20
18.20
18.20
19.60
19.60
19.60
19.60
21. 00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
19.60
21.00
18.20
18.20
19.60
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YrMoDaHMi AiT(C) WSpd(m/s) WDir Comp(Foe Rotation)
9403281926 -29.52 0.48 284.20 18.20
9403282028 . -28.20 0.96 305.20 16.80
9403282130 -28.26 2.56 259.00 . 16.80
9403282232 -27.96 2.56 260.40 16.80
9403282334 -27.30 1.92 256.20 16.80
94032907 -20.52 15.68 259.00 16.80
9403290552 -26.40 2.88 287.00 58.80
940329054 -25.74 3.52 294.00 58.80
9403290755 -24.96 4.32 294.00 58.80
9403290859 -24.18 4.64 287.00 58.80
9403290959 -23.10 5.12 282.80 58.80
940329100 -23.10 5.12 282.80 58.80
9403291101 -22.14 6.56 289.80 57.40
9403291203 -21.42 8.48 289.80 57.40
9403291305 -21.60 8.96 292.60 57.40
9403291409 -22.20 10.72 289.80 57.40
943291509 -21.42 10.56 288.40 57.40
9403291610 -20.88 17.44 289.80 57.40
9403291713 -20.10 16.16 292.60 57.40
9403291814 -19.20 15.52 292.60 57.40
9403291917 -18.48 15.04 288.40 57.40
9403292017 -17.88 15.84 292.60 57.40
9403292120 -17.34 18.72 296.80 57.40
9403292221 -16.56 20.96 296.80 57.40
9403292323 -15.96 19.04 294.00 57.40
94033007 -15.78 21.76 299.60 57.40
9403300127 -15.30 18.56 296.80 57.40
9403300228 -15.06 15.36 302.40 57.40
9403300331 -14.82 17.28 302.40 57.40
940330031 -14.70 20.16 305.20 57.40
9403300534 -15.84 16.80 309 .40 58.80
940330035 -15.84 16.80 309.40 58.80
9403300738 -16.56 10.40 309.40 58.80
9403300841 -17.16 11.68 305.20 58.80
940330041 -17.40 11.84 309.40 58.80
943301045 -17.52 9.60 309 .40 58.80
9403301145 -17.70 14.24 312.20 58.80
9403301246 -17.94 7.84 312.20 58.80
9403301349 ~17.82 6.56 310.80 58.80
9403301449 -17.64 7.04 317.80 58.80
9403301554 -17.16 7.04 319.20 58.80
9403301654 -17.04 5.28 324.80 58.80
9403301755 -16.50 4.32 330.40 57.40
9403301859 -16.20 3.52 350.00 57.40
9403301959 -15.42 2.40 6.80 58.80
9403302001 -15.42 2.40 6.80 58.80
9403302101 -15.00 1.60 313.60 57.40
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YrMoDaHMi AiT(C) WSpd(m/s) WDir Comp(Foe Rotation)
9403302203 -14.88 2.08 340.20 58.80
9403302304 -14.22 2.72 .62.80 58.80
940331008 -14.58 2.88 58.60 58.80
9403310108 -14.46 3.20 48.80 58.80
9403310209 -14.40 4.16 296.80 58.80
9403310313 -14.34 4.64 299.60 58.80
9403310413 -16.08 6.24 310.80 58.80
9403310517 -17.52 5.92 309.40 58.80
9403310617 -18.06 6.08 310.80 60.20
9403310719 -19.56 5.44 315.00 60.20
9403310822 -19.50 7.20 310.80 60.20
940331092 -20.34 7.20 316.40 60.20
943311025 -21.84 5.60 315.00 60.20
9403311125 -22.68 4.80 309.40 60.20
9403311228 -23.46 3.68 299.60 60.20
9403311331 -23.82 4.32 310.80 60.20
9403311431 -24.48 3.20 305.20 60.20
9403311534 -25.26 2.56 302.40 60.20
9403311634 -24.96 2.72 299.60 60.20
9403311736 -24.72 2.56 303.80 58.80
9403311841 -23.88 3.20 310.80 58.80
9403311941 -23.52 2.88 303.80 58.80
940331204 -22.98 3.04 295.40 58.80
9403312144 -22.44 2.24 298.20 57.40
9403312246 -21.84 2.40 298.20 57.40
9403312349 -21.42 2.24 305.20 57.40
94041009 -20.88 1.92 315.00 57.40
940410151 -20.70 1.44 201.40 57.40
940410254 -21.00 1.28 180.40 57.40
9404010354 -21.60 0.16 207.00 58.80
940410458 -22.56 0.00 313.60 58.80
940410558 -22.56 0.48 268.80 58.80
940410600 -22.56 0.48 268.80 58.80
940410700 -23.70 0.80 268.80 60.20
9404010804 -24.72 0.80 256.20 60.20
940410904 -24.00 1.28 285.60 60.20
940411008 -24.72 2.08 312.20 60.20
9404011108 -24.30 1.76 289.80 60.20
940411209 -25.38 1.44 278.60 58.80
940411313 -24.84 1.76 288.40 58.80
9404011413 -24.90 2.56 292.60 60.20
940411517 -25.08 2.24 303.80 60.20
940411617 -24.54 2.24 301.00 60.20
9404011719 -24.00 2.72 287.00 58.80
940411822 -23.10 3.20 288.40 58.80
940411922 -22.14 4.00 295.40 58.80
940412026 -20.94 3.84 292.60 58.80
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YrMoDaHMi AiT(C) WSpd(m/s) WDir Comp(Foe Rotation)
9404012126 -19.80 4.96 291.20 58.80
9404012228 -19.26 5.12 282.80 58.80
9404012331 -19.02 5.76 . 277.20 58.80
940402003 1 -18.66 6.56 291.20 58.80
9404020134 -18.60 6.56 284.20 58.80
9404020237 -18.78 7.04 292.60 58.80
9404020337 -19.26 7.20 289.80 58.80
94002041 -20.04 7.20 284.20 58.80
9404020541 -20.10 8.32 287.00 58.80
94002062 -20.10 8.80 289.80 58.80
9404020745 -19.92 7.68 292.60 58.80
940020845 -19.20 9.44 298.20 57.40
9404020949 -19.38 12.96 291.20 57.40
9404021049 -19.86 12.80 289.80 58.80
940021152 -19.02 11.04 294.00 58.80
9401253 -18.18 19.84 295.40 57.40
9404021355 -18.24 20.32 298.20 57.40
9404021458 . -17.58 20.48 320.60 57.40
9404021558 -17.34 20.64 299.60 57.40
9404160 - 17.34 20.64 299.60 57.40
940021700 -16.92 20.16 299.60 56.00
940021804 -16.38 20.48 323.40 56.00
94041904 -15.48 21.92 299.60 57.40
94002200 -14.70 21.92 298.20 57.40
9404022107 -13.92 23.68 298.20 56.00
9404022209 -13.56 25.28 302.40 57.40
9404022312 -13.32 22.56 326.20 57.40
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